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• Regional Governmental office
• Chairman local board of wellfare
• Editorial chief local newspaper
• Management Psychiatric clinic Eksjö
• Ulf Brettstam
• Narconon Huddinge, manager
Regarding correct information on Scientology
Because Ulf Brettstam has made statements on The Church of
Scientology to media and authorities we hereby disclose this
material, which rebuttes most of his statements.
We are surprised that a person in a responsible position does not
take a direct contact with us and thereby gives us the opportunity
of comment before such unlikely statements ar publicly spread.
No respect has been taken to the serious governmental
investigations conducted.
In the US our motherchurch was granted taxexemption 1993
after a 40 year more or less intense investigation in wich none
of Brettstams allegations were unfamiliar. Finally these
allegations were found unsignifiquant.
IRS Sweden found in 1999 the church to be beneficial for the
public and nonprofital. Church of Scientology in Stockholm,
Gothenburg and Malmö were registered as religious bodied March
2000. Our church has been granted the right to marrie.
A governmental investigation was done during 1996 – 1998
concerning new religious movements in Sweden. Conclusion was
that media was full of desinformation and frisky hearsays. The
whole flora of Brettstams allegations was on the table at the time,
but government made an investigation of their own. (SOU
1998:113) ”In good faith,society and new spiritualism.
Brettstam is showing disrespect to a world religion wich today
counts 9 million adherents. We want to remind the recievers of this

letter on the law of freedom of religion and The European
convention on Human Rights.
Gun Lanciai

Gullevi Almgren
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Summary of Fletchers statements
IRS acknowledgement 1993
IRS Sweden 1999
The large encyclopedia ”What is Scientology” will be donated to the public library City
of Nässjö.

